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A Contest For Supremacy China
Face to face multi-lateral diplomacy is back. The band is getting back together, but the world has changed since the G7 last met.
G7: Superpower supremacy to saving the planet - the big challenges for world leaders
Moreover, some are coming ever closer to China’s coast: one came as close as 25 nautical miles. The US has a decided advantage in the contest for ISR supremacy in the South China Sea.
US-China race for surveillance supremacy in South China Sea risks a needless clash
Joe Biden has travelled to Europe for his first international trip as US president, which besides the G7 meetings will include a high-profile US-Russia summit in Geneva on June 16. With China expected ...
US should answer China’s challenge by delivering economic prosperity to its periphery
China's persecution of the Uighurs has recently come under hot fire from the US and EU, putting the minority group in the middle of a larger geopolitical contest for supremacy. That's putting ...
China leans on Pakistan to round up its Uighurs
China is about to pass laws that would let it penalise companies and individuals who comply with US and European sanctions on Chinese organisations and people. But that could backfire.
China’s ‘tit-for-tat’ sanction laws could prove counterproductive
By the end of the Obama administration, the shift toward getting tougher on China ... for tech supremacy. The danger of seeing everything through the prism of a U.S.-China contest is that ...
The Dangers of Groupthink on China
If its massive missile forces perform as expected, destroying adversary runways, then there will be few enemy aircraft getting into the air to contest the supremacy of China’s fighters and ...
China Is Now a Military Monster for One Big Reason: Russia
China, eager to prove the supremacy of its socialist-market model ... of jobs in the U.S., where employment peaked at about 30,000, the next clean energy contest with China will be more painful to ...
How China Beat the U.S. to Become World's Undisputed Solar Champion
China, eager to prove the supremacy of its socialist-market model ... the next clean energy contest with China will be more painful to lose. Both nations believe the future will be driven by ...
How China beat three US presidents to become the world’s solar champion
Coincidently, Australian strategist Hugh White opined that the US is in danger of losing the contest over military supremacy over China; it can no longer expect a swift and cheap victory in a war ...
US advantage in Western Pacific is waning
And the real violence comes from a well-oiled organized white supremacy movement ... And so we pretended so China wouldn't get offended. We'll be right back. Following the release of a trove.
'Gutfeld!' on rising crime in Democratic cities
The players in space Space started as a duopoly as the United States and the Soviet Union vied for supremacy in a geopolitical contest with ... new kid on the block is China.
When will the first baby be born in space?
autocracy primarily represented by China and Russia, and to counter the advancing autocracies there's the need to rally around basic democratic principles. If that sounds a bit abstract, don't ...
G7: Superpower supremacy to saving the planet - the big challenges for world leaders
China, eager to prove the supremacy of its socialist-market model ... the next clean energy contest with China will be more painful to lose. Both nations believe the future will be driven ...
How China Beat the U.S. to Become World's Undisputed Solar Champion
Earth, it will be a milestone as momentous as humanity’s first steps out of Africa. Such a birth would mark the beginning of a multi–planet civilization for the human species. For the first ...
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